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Overview- The Problem
One of the very real community health problems facing the people
of our nation today is the menace of drug abuse.
Dr. Gmmar Myrdal, writing in the Saturday Review, November

14,

1970, adds drug addiction to pollution, population problems,

and modern weaponry as the major threats that may wipe our ''half
of the earth 1s population by the year 2000; 11 "It appears now that
the drug problem has reached epidemic proportions and that only a
major effort in drug prevention can help to stem the tide of drug
abuse."
Got-ernor Rocke feller, sriting in the New York Law Journal,
believes that "the answer lies in summoning the total connnitment
of America." He states that "what an investment of over 2 billion
dollars ." He maintains that "the need now is to see drug abuse as
a national crisis."

"Drug addiction represents a threat akin to

war in its capacity to kill, enslave and imperil the nation's future;
akin to cancer in spreading a deadly disease among us and equal to
any other challenge we face.

Unless tho drug menace is stopped,

thousands more American will die and hundreds of thousands will be
condemned to the living death of addiction. 11
Forest E. Ludden, Director, Bureau of Primary Prevention, Al abama
Drpartment of Public Health has pointed to the fact that parents
are confused as to what is a sound approach to use in educating their
children for drug use and abuse. He points out in an article,
"Puff of Smoke and Hidden Drop," that high school and college students
are using both LSD and mariiuana. He points out these children must
be t aught and guided early in life concerning drues.

He adds if

parents and teachers will provide the proper learning environment
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for drug education he feel s it will gr eatly aid in solvine t he
problem of drug abuse.
Linsay R. Curtis, N. D. an eminent drug educatd!D has pointed
out t wo problem areas in drug education. First, pa.rents are not
aware of specifi c drug problems.

Second, many youngsters who use

drugs n.re totally unaware of the dangers of drug usage.
Indicitive of the i8Jlorance of our youth about the effects of drug
use is that dangerous drug use is the principal reason for
the arrest s of young people under fifteen.

25%

of

It further accounts for

16% of the arrests of those ei ghteen and older.
The closeness of the drug problem is reflected in the following
message from a former governor of Kentucky, Louis B. Numm..

He stated

that "One of our very personal concerns today is the crrowing problem
of druc abuse and narcotics addiction.

It is a serious problem

confronting many of our fellow oitizens and a potential pr obl em for
maey more in the future.

I am convinced that drue abuse and addiction

to narcotics. • • . particularly among our young people .. • . will not be
solved until drug education i s literaUy brought :into the homes of
every person :in Kentucky 11 •

Brochure from the office of the Governor,

December 3, 1970.
Abstract of Proposal
The original proposal of Five Communities was amended to include
a r educed number of communities because of a reduction in the total
proposed funds .

Tho amended proposal is shown in Appendix A.

This

proposal has been wntten because of a need that exists in communities
that are cont ained :in the vast region of Eastern and Central Kentucky
that ar e served by Hor ehead St ate University.

Drug abuse has become

one of the nation's prime health problems and is rapidly and insidi ously m:i.k:ing inroads into the communities of Kentucky to a large est~t.

In order to moet this problem it is proposed that a series
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of drug education training sessions be held in two selected communities
by

competent drue educators.

Community leaders from each of the com-

munities will be selected to take pa rt in a series of five two-hour
drue education training sessions.
The training sessions will include a variety 0£ drug topics
and are designed to provide participants with the knowledge and metbodolo8Y necessary to implement drug education proeeams in their
local communities •
. The project personnel will continue to work with the local
community leaders upon completion on the trainine sessions to insure
that on-going programs of drug education are implemented.

Project

personnel will conduct periodical evaluations of local drug education
programs, once instituted, to determine there impact and significance
upon the local drug abuse problems.
Specific Objective of the Program
The specific objective of this program is to t r ain selected
leaders in two communities so that they can carry on successful drug
education programso

On-going advisory services will be provided and

periodic evaluation of the progrl!Jlls will be conducted on a follow-up
basis.
D

Description of the Program
1.

Program objectives
a.

To identify community leaders with an interest in the

drug problem, who are willing to tako an active role in combnting
this problem by implementing drug education programs in their own
local areas.
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b. To conduct pre-program surveys in the select ed communities
in order to gather data on the nature and extent of tho drug problems
within those communitios .
c. To train selected community leaders to function as a team
that will implement on-going drug education programs within their
local communities.
d.

Tho selected community leaders will be expected to fulfill

tho following specific objectives thnt are derivod from tho topics
that will be covered during the course of the training sessions:
The participants of the training sessions will develop
knowlodgo, skills, and attitudes in regard to the following
~peci~ic behavioral objectives.

1. Given the following list of drugs, tho participants

will be able to contrast them according to:
a.
b.
c.
d~
e.
f.
g.

h.
i.
j.

k.
2.

physical properbios
ALCOHOL
signs and symptoms of use
TOBACCO
kinds and dependence created
OPIATES
treatment and rehabilitation programs
MARIJUANA
extent of use
LSD
current research findings
AMPHm'AMINES
ll\Y'ths and misconceptions
BARBTIURATES
connnon questions asked about them by youth
initial physiological response upon t aking
long term effects
economic aspects

Tho parti cipants will be able to identify personality

;:ir ~:t.e

problems related t o drug abuse.

3. The partici pants will be abl e to list the narcotics
and dnngerous drugs listed in Kentucky statutes and explain
the ponalitios attached to thoir abuse.

4.

Tho parti cipants will be able to l ocate pertinent

sources of material that are available for drug use education
proerc'.llllB.
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5.

The participants will be able to list the IDD.jor fed-

eral laws portain:i.ng to drug abuse.

6. Tho participants will bo able to identify tho reasons
why people abuse drugs.

7.

The participants will bo able to give standard arguments

of youth for drug use and be able to refute them with facts
based on scientific evidence.

8. The participants will be able to define tho terms which
are associated with drug use and drug abuse.

9. The participants will be able to enumerate somo of the
ieyths surrounding drug abuse and clarify each with scientific
evidence
10. The participants will be!vable to list the techniques
f.b.t:tconununicating effectively with youth about drug abuse.
11. The participants will be ablo to identify evaluation
techniques that can determine the effectiveness of tho drug
education progrrons.
12. The participants will bo able to identify the criteria
necessary for effective drug education programs.
13. Tho participants will be able to construct guidelines
for use in drug education programs.

14.

The participants will be able to reco11llllond and :initiate

courses of action when confronted with specific problems of
drug abuse.

15.

The participants will be able to identify specific

poople,r conununity organizations, governmental units, institutions,
etc. that are available for consultation on drug abuse problems.

16. The participants will be able to list the techniques
availnble in evaluating influences such as coJ'ilITlcrcial ads,
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news rcporls, .films, and published materials dealing with drug
abuse.
e.

To peri odically send newslottors to the sel ected communities

contn:ining the l atest informati on on drug abuse, i.e., statistics,
now educationaJ. approaches, available films, and articles of interest.
f.

To develop a Drug Medi a Cent er on the Morehead St ate Univ-

ersity campus that would contain films, film strips, books, peri odicals, and other pertinent liter ature that would be availabl e to
·tlie

fl1>l

Rv-bou

co1u1wmi.ties.

g.,. To conduct post-program surveys in tho sel ected cou.uuuniti!es
to ascert ain the effectfarcness of the on- go:iJ1g com1mm:i ty program.
h. To provide follow- up consu.1.trurli services t o tho sel ect ed
comnnmitics involved in the project.
i. To devel op an increased :institutional experti se in combating
drug abuse as a r esult of identifying perti nent community problems,
and through the evaluation of the quality and effectiveness of t he
l ocal on-going conmrunity progr ams.
Educational Activity
Emphasis in the training sessions will be on the follm~ing t opi cs:
Definitions of drug use, misuse, and abuse.
Phar!ll1:!.col ogy
Rol e of Education
4. Legal Aspects
5. St atisti cs
6; Goals of Drug Abuse Education
7~ Current Research in Drugs
8; Cultural Influences and Determinants in Drug Use
9. · Analysi s of Existing Drug Education Progrruna
10; Gu~delines for Drug Educati on
11. Use of Medi a in Drug Education
1.

2.
J.

Hat erials will include the use of films, film strips, records, tapes,
books, pamphlets, and periodicals. Methoda include topical presentati ons
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by project personnel and consultants, group discussion, ?isitations to

conmnmity resources, and open question-answer sessions.
Sequence of Presentation
1st Mooting

2nd Meeting

3rd Meeting

Identify local
problems and needs
for specific kinds
of emphasis

Definitions of
drug use, misuse,
sbuse

Pharnncology of
drug

Current research
in drug education

Goals of drue
abuse education
Role of education

Statistics of
drug usage

Guidelines for
drug education

4th Mcetin__g

5th Meeting

Legal aspects

Analysis of
existing drug
education programs

Cultural. influences
and dctcrr.u.nants
in drue use

Use of media in
education

Perry County - Hazard Program
Initial interest in Perry County as one of the program!~
target coim!l'Wlities came about as a result of an article in the Louisville
Courier-Journal dated August 26, 1972. The article verbatim is as
follows.
"Perry grand jury criticizes prosecutors"
By Frank Ashley
"Hazard., Ky.--A special Perry County grand jury impaneled
recently to investigate local drug abuse yesterda;y chided area law
enforcement agencies and local prosecutors after concluding that
from 30 t o 50 per cent of the aroa 1 s youth have tried illegal drugs.
The jury after nine days of deliberations under the dttection
of the state attorney general ' s office, returned no indictments but
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listed tho following recommondations in a lengthy report:
That the next state legislature be asked to consider enactment
of a law rcqu:i.rine medical personnel to report apparent drug overdoses
and make available tentative diagnoses of such cases to a specified
law enforc0lllent agency.
That special training in narcotics investigations be provided
for personnel of tho fuzard Police Department and the Perry County
sheriff ' s deputies.
That local courts assure themselves of vigorous prosecution
and that the Kentucky Bar Association tclce "approprinte action 11 in cases
where prosecution of drug cases appears inadequate.
That parents LISTEN (jury emphasis) when told by tho police
that their children are or :rnny be violnting drug or other laws.
'Perspective' advised
11

Conversely, 11 the report added, "When these children are over

18 and therefore adults under the law, parents are urged to lot their
children face their responsibilities and accept the consequences of
their own actions."
Tho jury explained that the est:i.mntod 30 to

50 per cent of

local youth who have tried drugs include onetime rnarijuann users
and should be kept in "perspective."
''There appears to be no heroin problem at present," tho report
stated. The investiga:U..iin showed, the report stated, that drug use
begins with rnnrijuana and 11generally progresses to ISD or pills, 11
The rpport stated that drugs became a problem in Hazard about
tuo yoars ago and that local drug use since has incronsed yearly.
Users mo.inly are adults, 18 to

25,

the report said, adding that there

arc some users in tho 14 to 18 age group.
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The jury was impaneled Aug., 2 after Dr. Clyde Wooton~ a Hazard
optometrist, boga.n a one-man crusade ago.inst local drug abuse after
his 15-year-old son was hospitalizod from an apparent overdose of
drugs.
At the jury's request, an assistant attorney general begnn
working with tho jury after local residents circulated a potition
asking that outside authorities without local tios hoad the jury
investigation.
The jury reported "evidence" of local abuso of prescription
drugs and urged locaJ. doctors, when proscribing amphotrun:i.nos a.nd
barbiturates, to inform patients of tho possible ill-effects as well
as the consequences of overdoses of addiction.
The jury concluded th;,.t there is "sufficient II drug education
in local schools aJ.tho~h, it added, "there is not complete agreement
as to its adv:i.sability." Thero is a nood for additional adult education
on tho subject, the report added.
Hithout elaborating, the report stated that "some things"
which surfaced in the gra.nd jury's investigation mn.y bring "results"
at a later time."
Initial contact in Perry County was made with Dr. Clyde Wooten
since be appeared to be the main force in initiating some semblance
of a drug prevention program in the Hazard Area.

An appointment

was ma.de with Dr. Wooten during early September.

Dr. Wooten was

very cooperative and supplied information about the local problem
and heartly supported our ideas about instituting a drug education
program in Perry County.

Dr. Wooten, however, declared t.hat he no

longer was interested in his crusade and showed us a gun he was carrying as e. result of threats against his life and his family for his
part in the gr and jury proceedings.

Several names and organizaM.or.s
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were supplied by Dr. Wooten as possible contacts for the initiation
of the program.
Appointments were made with several citizens and leaders in
local senviaor~anizations. The two most interested and most promising
were the flomen I s Auxiliary of the VF\'/ and the Hazard Senior Chrunber
of Connnerce.
Both organizations expressed interest in tho program we had
in mind, but on-going 1972 programs would not be completed until
the first of the year, and they could not begin any new services
progrnms until January of 1973.
Correspondence was continued with the presidents of the two
service groups and in January an appointment was made with Robert
Owen, the president of the Jaycees.

Mr. Owen stated that nis or-

ganization had discussed our program and had deilded to participate
and be the catalyst in the initiation of a duug education program
in their local connnunity.
A survey of dru.g use in Perry County was not initiated at this
point because of the obvious nature of the drug problem pinpointed
by the Perry Caiunty grand jury.

However, a survey is planned and

will be carried out in January of 1974, one year after the connnencement
of the program. The Hazard Jaycees will conduct the survey.

See

Appendix B for survey instr1.DT1ent.
The details of the program in Perry County ca?Tied out with
the co~peration of the Ihzard Jaycees are~ as follows.

Early in

January, local connnunity leaders were contacted and invited to participat e in the training program. Fifteen local citizens including
educators, government officials, law enforcement people, socinl
workers, s~uden'l;s and Jaycees were selected ~o attend the training
sessions.

Hazard Community College provided the facilities and the
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training sessi ons began :iJ1 late January and concluded in May.
A total of twenty hot1rs of instruction was civen, the scopo and sequence has been shown aboveo
During the time span of the training, continuing discussions
were carried out as t o how the program would be continued niter the
training was co1T4?leted.

A scope and sequence of activities was

initially decided upon.

It was decided that the drug education pro-

gram would be conducted in four phases.

The first included the training

sessions and the development of a speaker's bureau. The speaker's
bureau consists of three teams of five people each. The teams consist
of people that participated in the training sessions plus several
lawyers and pharmaci sts that volunteered because of their expertise
:in drug related areas.

Ill

Phase two of the program was a community meet:ing, held e.t
La Citadelle Motel.

This was held during the month of May and twenty

people were present at the meeting; r epresenting all phases of the
business, civic, educational and governmental community. The scope
of the pr oposed program was discussed at the meeting and many SUGgestions were offered.

Support of all people at the meeting was offered.

An explanation about the use of the social seminar approach to drug

abuse was also given.
Phase three of the program developed out of the meeting.

This

was a pl an t o start off the drug education program by proclaiming a
Drug Awareness 11eek in Perry County, starting the second week in

April.

All segment s of the media were contacted and agreed to provide

exposure for the drug education program.

The local television station

kicked off the program with a one hour show on drug abuse with people
in t he tra:ining program as guests .

A saturation mailing ua.s also

accomplished with drug awareness sheets sent to approximately one thous-

and residents of Perry County - See Appendix
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c.

The main impitus of the awareness week was to adivse local
service groups, schools and other organizati ons of the availibility
of the speaker' s bureau.,
Phase four of the progr am was then put i nto operation. The
speakers bureau has recived numerous invitations to speak and present
programs throughtout the community.
The fi:rist four phases of the program as shown above have
met the stated objectives of this Title I crant.

In assessing the

prog~am it appears that an effective means of educating the citizens
of a Kentucky community as to the dangers of drug abuse is viable
when local people are intarGsted in and participate in the program.
Verbal Feedback from people in the Hazard area indicates that the
partici pation and lending of tho name of a local civic group to
drug abuse educati.£!! invites a greater recognition of a program
than would result from an outside group attempting to organize such
a prorsram.
Although the G~ant objectives have been met a commitment to
continue with this procram has developed and further phases are
planned.
Phase five of the program includes the implementation of the
Social Seminar in the education structure of Perry County.

Plans

are being developed to offer the Social Seminar to t eachers and
administrators as extension work from Morehead State University
beginn:in{; l ate Fall 1973.

Material showing tho Social Seminar ap-

proach is shown in Appendix D.

The Social Seminar i s one of the

newest and most exciting approaches to drue pr evention and presents
another way of implementing the program in Perry County.
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Phase six of the program will be the involvement and participation of the young people in the community in tho program. The
development of School Drug Cotmcils will be the focal point of attention starting in th0 Spring of 1974. It is felt that the involvement of youth is eventual key to arry successful community program.
Phase six of the proeram will also include working with local
school administrators and teachers in the development of a model
dl"ll6 education curriculum, based upon the needs and expressod opinions of the school age population in Perry County.
for complete scope and sequence of tho progrrun.

See Table I

As shot-m above this

program has met its stated objectives and as a result is being curried on nftor the expiraticn of the grant.

A connnitmont by }forehead

State University and its staff has been made to continua the prog~am
broadening its ecppc to include all phases of an effort that includes,
total community involvement, and the education of children, pnrents
and teachers.
Montgomery County - Mt. Sterling Program
Initial contact with civic, education and government officials

was made during Fall 197a after conversation wj,th people from each
of these areas. Uorking in cooperation with a local service organization seemed to present the best approach for initiating a
drug education program in Mt. Sterling.
After numerous organizaticns were contacted Gamma Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi, a woman 1o service group, volunteered to mnke the
drug educat~on program a 1973 project for their group. }iodia in ~.ft.
Sterling announced the formulation of the training program and the
program began early in April. Training sessions were held at Montgomery
County High School and a total of twenty hours of instruction wore

held throughout the Spring of 19730
After finishing the tra.inine progrrun various Homen who participated in the training progrrun, volunteered to serve ns speaker~
for arry organizations and groups who might desire their se:tlVices.
As a part of the total program a research design w~s fornrula.ted
to determine the extent of drug use in Montgomery ,,County.

Cooper.:i.tion

was eli.:i.ted from school officiD.ls and n instrument was developed
to survey student drug use in ?1ontgomory County Schools.
As n. result of the survey

a.

comprehensive research report was

developed. Tho report, ahown in Appendix E, is probably on:cy one of
.:'.. few drug surveys that have been mn.do in the State of Kentucky.
The results of tho report indicated that the second phase of tho Mt.
Sterling program should be focused on the schools.

At this time plnns

are being developed to institute tho Social Seminar Process into
tho educational :mn.instream of Hontgomory County.

Involvement of

the student population in the program is also anticipated.
The ~~ogram in Retrospect
The initi.:i.l stages of the Drug Technical Assistance program
progressed at a slow pace as mn.rry people and local organizations
were contacted and queried about their itterest and support of such
a program.

Few people and organizations expressed a w.illingness

to become involved and a gonornl pattern of a.pa.thy soon became apparent to tho directors of the program.

E.'vontualJ.y, however, certain

civic groups who were aware of the problems in their communities
volunteered their memberships to be the cattlysts for a drug education
program.
'.i:

These organizations worked very hard in recruiting community

loaders for the training sessions and brought about a large involvemont
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of a cross section of responsible citizens.

In retrospect, the use

of civic organizations wns the essential key to worlc.:i.blo programs

both in Haznrd and Mt. Sterling.

Although tho stated objectives

of tho Title I Program wore mot through the training sessions, and
consequent nvn:ilibility of those personnel for oducationru. purpose,
the interest generated has resulted il1 a broadening of tho program
to include such various follow-up activities as Drug Awareness weeks,
the uso of the Socin.J. S°'11inar training for educators, Curriculum
develllpmcnt in the schools, nnd in-depth research studies of drue
use among young people.

Tho progrrun has been a catalyst in creating

community awareness of tho drug problem and as it continues hopefully
will generate other efforts in the communities fight agcinst dr~ uso.

II
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TABLE I
Pert Chart of the Scope and SeqU0nce of the Perry County Progrrun

~~
Phase I
Phase II
Phase III
Initial.,___~---;.;.;;..-----.r-------~-----------

Contacts/

Drug Awar eness

Community
Mcetin

Week

eakers Buroo.u

Pho.so IV

Speakers Bureau
erational

Pho.so V

Phase VI

Social
Seminar For
Teachers and
Admzi.nstr ators

Curricular Develop~

ment
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APPENDIX A
A Propcf'od ConrnunJ:!"•Y Service

O't"

Continuing Educati on Project

Submitted to tho lrniYcrsity 00 Kentucky as tho Stat e Agoncy
for Administration of Title I of tho Htg!lcr
Education Act of

SUI·MARY OF

1.

1965

in Kentucky

PROORAH CHANGES

It is proposed t hat tho Drug Education Technical Assistance
Program content remnin the sruno as in the original proposal,
with t ho following oxcoptions.

Thore were five communities

t hat served as tho f ocaJ. point s of drug training in the
original proposaJ..

The number of communities now to be

served will consi st of threo; Mt. Sterling, Jackson, and
Prest onsburg.

By

reducing the number oflocati ons served tho

revised progrrun budget should provide for tho depth of
instruction and traininB t hat meets the original intent of
tho proposal.
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APPEIIDJJC B
DRUG EDUCATION SURVEY

Perry County
1.

Which of the f ollowiijg groups of drugs do you· !mru:t aro being abused
in your comnrunity'? Check as many as you need.·
alcohol

bnrbiturn.tes

p.n;,hotrunines

opiates·
(heroin.,·
morphine.,

LSD & other
hallucinogenic
drugs

111D.rijunnn.

'llrnnqu.ilizcrs

glue sniffing

tobacco
2.

In which of tho following groups is drug abuse tho nat

COilllilOn

in

your cornr.run1'ty?.

_____10.:,15
_ _ _40-49

16-20
---_ _ _50-59

_ _ _21-29

_ _30-39

_ __.,.;;:.60-69

3. Is their a drug problem in Perry County'?

4.

----

-----Yos

No

lvho
is responsible
the
drug
problem
County
nroai _ _ _ for
_ _bringing
_ _ _ _nbout
___
__
__
_ _ _in
_the
_ _Perry
__

_____

5. Do

you lmow arry one who is selling drugs?
._:

Yes

-----NO

6. \fuat do you think should be done n.bout tho drug problem?

7.

Is drug education sufficiently taught in the schools in Perry
County?

-------Yes
8.

-----lfo

Do you consider your knowledge about drugs to bo:

------

Excellent

Good_ _ _ _ __

----Poor
-----

Fair
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9.

Whnt kind of a drug education proeram do you think i s needed in

----------------------

Perry County?

10.

Hhat do you consider to bo tho drug used most often in Perry
County?

------------------------

11. Is it oasy to obtain drugs illegally in Perry County?

------

-------

Yos

No

12. ,·Ibo is r esponsible for stopping drug nbuso in Perry County?

13.

Doos tho locnl tolovision station devote anytime to drug pr crvcntiou?

-------

Yos

14.

No

-------

Do the locnl rndio otations devote ruzytimo to drug prevention?

------

------

Yes

15.

No

Do the local newspapers devote anyt:tr.p to drug prevention?

-------

No

------

Yos

16.

Have you road nny books about drugs?

----

Yes

No

-----

17. Have you road any mgazine articles about drugs?

------

No

--------

Yes

18.

Aro there any drug abuse prevention programs operating in your
community at the present ti.mo?

19.

Do you uso tobacco?

-----

Yes

------

No

If yos, uhnt type do you use:

20.

Do you use alcoholic bevoragos?
Yos

------

-----

No

If yes, what typo do you use?_____________

21. Do you keep prescription drugs in your house?

Yes______

II

No_______
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APPENDJJC C

PROBLEMS OF IDENI' IF ICAT I ON
It is :iJl;)ortant to recognize the symptoms and .signs of drug abuse.
The fol lotTing outline wns prepared by Dnv:i.d J . Lohman, HD, chairman
of Teenage AJ.ort, o.n education program sponsored by the Broward County
1fedica.l Association, Fort Lauderdale, Florida; The :i.n.fo:rmntion Has
o.bs·bractod by Dr. Lehr:nn from the publication, Drug Abuse: Escape to
Nowher e.
I --Comon synptoms of drug nbuso
A...Changes i n school n.ttonda.nce, di sci pline and grodes
B=Changc in the-character of homework turned tn
C-=Unusunl f l are- ups or outbrenks of temper
D=rPoor phusi cnl appear nnce
E;r.;li'urti vo behavior regarding drugs and possessi ons
F--Uearing of sunglasses at :inappropriate times t o hi de dilat ed
-or constri ct ed pupils
G"'""Long- sl eevcd shirts worn constantly to bi de needle marks
H~ssocintion with kn01m drue abusers
I --=Borrowine of money from students to purchase drugs
J=St enling smll i ter.is from school
K- ..Finding•the student in · odd plnces druing the dey such as
closets, storaee rooms, etc. to ta.kc dr ugs
I I--Mnnifestati ons of spocific dr ugs
A--Tlw glue sniffer
1-=0dor of subst ance inhaled on br eath and cl othes
2-=-E.xcess nasal secret ions, watering of t he eyes
J=Poor muscular control, dr owsi ness or unconsci ousness
4--Presenco of pl astic or po.per bags or r ags containing dry
plasti c cement · · ·
B--Tho depro s sant abunor • • • (barbi t ura tes- "goofbnll s ")
1--~ t oms of clcohol :intoxicati on with one important exception-no
--odor of alcohol on the breath
2--Staggering or st urabl ing in classroor.1s or hclls
3-}hy fall asl eep :in cl ass
4~Lnclco interest in scbool activities
5--Is drowsy and ncy appear disoriented
C--Tho st:i.mulant abuser • • . (runphet runi nos- ''bennics ")
1--Cause excess activity--stu.dent is irritable, argumentative,
-nervous and has difficulty si ttin~ still in cl assrooms
2==--Ptzpils are dilat ed
3--.Houth and nose arc dry with bad brentb, causing user to lick
--bi s lips frequently and rub and scratch his nose.
4......Chain smoking
5--Goos long peri ods uithout eating or sleeping

24
D-~The narcotic abuser•
o(horo:in, Demerol, morph:ino) ·
(These :individuals aro not frequently seen in school, nnd ustmlly--bog:in by drinld.ng parogor:l.c or cough medlci~os ccntn.:i.r.;-:.ng codt::l1~c-thc p:roscnce of enpty bottles :in wastcbaslrots or on school grounds
i~
clu.o,,)
1- -Inhnling horo:in :in powder form loaves traces of white powder
--nround the nostrils , causing redness and rawness
2--Injoct:ing heroin l oavos · scnrs on the :inner surface of tho armsand elbous (m:inlin:i.ng). This causes the student to \-Tonr long--sloevod shirts most of the·time.
3--Usors oft-on l eave syringes, bont spoons, cotton and needles in
-:I.ockors--this i s a telltale sign of an addict. ·
4--In the clnssroom tho pupil is lethargic, drowsy. His pupils nro
con-strictod and fail to respond to ~ht.
Q

E--Tho nnrijunna abuser
(Those :individuals arc difficult to roc0©1ize unless they aro
undor tho influence of tho drug at the t:illle they arc being obsorvod.)
1--Tn tho onrly stages student ney appear n.rur.intod and h¥storical
--with rapid, loud talking and bursts of laughter
2--In the later stages tho student is sleepy or stuporous
3--Dcpth perception is distroted, roking driving dangerous
Noto: Marijunna ciearottos arc rolled :in a double-thickness of
brmm or off ..white cigarettoppnpor. These cigarettes aro SI!l.'.lllor
tbnn a regular cigarebte with tho pa.per twisted or tucked :in at
both ends and with tobacco that is greener :in color than regular
tobacco. Tho.odor of burning marijunnn resembles that of· burn:i.ng·
woods or !'ope.·, The cigarettes arc roforod · to a.s· "reefers, sticks,·
Toxns tea, pot., rope., Mary Jane, loco t·TOod, jive, gross, hemp, hay."
F--The hallucmogen abuser
( It i s unlilccly that students who use LSD will do so in a schoolsetting s:ince these drugs are usunlJ.y used in a group situation
under special conditions.)
1-.:-.cUsers sit or recline quietly in a drcnr.i or trancelike stnte
2--Usors may become fearful and experience a degree of terror which
--m1kes them atteJTi)t to oscape from the group
3--Tho drug primarily .:i.ffects t he central nervous systen, produc:i.ne
--chnngos in 1000d and behavior
·
4-..Perceptunl chn.nges·involve senses of sight, hearing, toubh,
body1Jna.go and tilno.

NarE: The drug is odorless, tasteloss ·and colorless and m.iy be f ound
:in tho form of in:q:,rog1mted sugnr cubes, cooldos or crackorie LSD is
usually taken ornlJ.y ·but may be :injected.. It is :i.niportcd in .:unpuls
of cloar blue liquid.

2.5

APPEND]]{ D

Social Scrnina.r Hntor:i.al
Nhat is tho socin.J. somina.r?
The 5ociru. Somm~r is a r.rulti-modia drug abuse education progrDJ11
desi gn?d for teachers, school adlilinistrntors, and other ~chool porsormcl.

Because drug abuse is not just a school problom, but rather

a total conmrunity problem. Tho Social SC!ilinar can also be used effectively as an adult education prpcrrun for a conmrunityo
Tho core of The Social Sominar consi sts of an 18-part r..rulti-med:L..~
paclmgo including 1.5 filr.ls made by young, enthusiastic filmmakers at
tho E.."'Ctcnsion Modin Center,

u.c.L.A.

Accompany:ing tho paclro.ge is an

overall descriptive f:Um, general guidelines, and a discussion guido
for each film designed to facilitate and encourage participant interaction.· Discussion is an indispensable part of The Social Seminar.
Also included in the package is a progrn.mmod text covering tho factun.l
and pho.rnncological material rol.at:ine to drugs.

Tho Socicl. Seminar

is completed with, a rolo-plnying
simulation program which includes
,
a Laader 1s Guido, role cards, and a Pleyor 1s NanUAl for each pnrticipcrrt.
The Social Seminar approachos the problems of drug abuse and drug
abuse prevention within tho context of totn.J. society.

Tbo perspective

underlying The S?cial Ser.rinar is that there aro no simple solutions t o
complex probloms. The Social Seminar docs not pretend to answer all
the questions related to drug abuse and drug abuse education.

It is,

howovcr, a con:prohenoivo orientation upon which school systoms,
universities, and individml communities r.ny build drug abuse education programs to fit their particular needs.
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A DESCRJllTIVE STUDY OF POI'ENTIAL DRID PROBLEMS
IN MONTGOMERY COUNTY AND MOUNI' STERLil!G, KENTUCKY

Richard B. Cobb, M. A.
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Dr. Doniel Atha
------=----=-;.;..,--------

Director of Thesis

Tho major purpose of this study was to survey tho potential
drug problems of l1ontgomory County and the community of Mount Storling,
Kentucky. A secondary purpose of tho study was to determine if a
drug education program was noodod in Montgomery County.
Tho subjects used for this study wore dichotomized into two
groups.

Tho first group consisted of one hundred and forty seven

students enrolled in ninth through twelfth grades in Montgomery
County High School, during the spring somoster of 1973. The second
group consisted of an arbitrnry number of two hundred and fifty
people randomly selected from the population of Montgomery County.
Tho Superintendent of Schools of Montgomery County t1as contactd
to obtain permission to administer tho questionnaire.

A letter

of introductthon nnd the questionnaire wero mailed to the solocted
subjects from Montgomery County•

A f ollm1-up letter was milod to

tho subjects, again requesting their cooperation in tho study.
A drug questionnaire wns developed for tho piirposo of
collecting tho desired inform.'.ltion by Dr. Dan Atha of }forehead
State University. The questionnaire was structured for opinionated
responses.

It was agreed that tho questionnaire served the purpose

of its :ilr:;,·mded use by tho members of the thesis committee.,
Tho results of thw questionnn}.1•e wore te.lliod and presonk,.l
:in tabular form.

Con;:,arisons were made in order to discover if

there were any Olrsorvablo differences between the groups.

The

groups were then combined into a total srunplo population.

Based

on tho results of the totru. sample populatt!ion tho foJ1.l0t·Ting con..
cl11sions wbBe nnde:
1.

The respondents of tho survey indicated they observed

a number of drugs being abused in Montgomery County.

Alcohol,

tobacco, nnrijunna, glue sniffing, tranquilizers, barbiturates,
n.nphotrunines,

1.s.D.

and opiates were the nbused drugs and were

reportedly abused in thnt order.
2. The respondents of tho survey indicnted that the mnjority
of drug abuse occurs between the ages of sixteen and twenty-nine
in Montgomery County.

J. The individUD,ls surveyed indicated that a planned drue
education program is needed for Montgomery County.

This was evident

by the h,igh percontago of responses favoring applanned drug education

progrrun.

4.

The respondents of tho survey indicated that a majority

of tho drue educntmon inforlll.'.l.tion :in Montgomery County has been
d:i Rfa·ibuted by the tolovision mediao
in order of importnnce were:

other moc.ns of distribution

nngazinos, newspapers, radio, church,

civic groups and businesses.

5.

The respondents of tho survey :indicated that public schools

be responsible for the organization and :implementation of a planned

drug education program in Montgomery County.

EDUCATION
Public Schools

Mount Sterling
Independent

Montgomery County

1,178

2,620

Elementary

659

1,913

High School

519

707

27-1

27-1

Elementary

28-1

27-1

High School

27 ..1

27 ..1

Total Enrollment

Student-Teacher Ratio

St ate Rating of Hi gh
School
Other Accr editations

Per Cont High School
Gr aduates to
College

Standard

Standard

Southern Association
of Colleges and
School

54.9

35.5

Current Expondituros
Per Pupil

$433.6a

$430.36

Bonded Indebtedness,
June 30, 1970

$404,000

$1,004,000

Chapter l
INTRODUG!'ION
Overview
Today when people talk about the drug problem, really in
essence, they are referring to the problem of drug abuse. The
problem of drug abuse is widespread.

It involves not just a

distant world of criminals and "dope fiends, 11 but many reputable people in every walk of life.
Drug abuse is a transcultural phenomenon in the sense that
it has been observed as China and the United States. It is not a recent
phenomenon, as it was known to occur in ancient Rome and in the
Inca civilization.1
It has been said many times that no one really knows how
many drug addicts there are in this country. The Bureau of
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs reported that there were 64,0ll
active narcotic addicts at the close of 1968. 2

The Bureau

continued by saying that most of the addicts are from four
states: New York, New Jersey, California and Illinois.
A major problem with the narcotic addict is that he places
the burden of responsibility on the rest of society to reclaim
1
George B. Griffenhagen, A Guide for the Professions:~
Abuse Education,- Socond edition, (American Pharmaceutical Association), pp. 26-33. N.D.
2Brent Q. Haffen,
Young University Press:

Readings on Drug Use and Abuse, (Brigham
Provo, utah, 1970), p. 24.

its members.

The taxpayer pays the bill to rehabilitate the addict.

The Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs also stated:
A research psychiatrist for one treatment program indicates it oosts his State approximately $1,300 a year to
rehabilitate just one addict. Doctors in another program
estimate six weeks of in-patient treatment followed by
aftereare t~tals $3,000. Just asswning these treatment
programs were available to all adicts in thc · country,
society would pick up a tab ranging from $83,214 to
$192.,033,000.3
These figures arc alarming but in no way reflect the total cost of
the abuse of narcotics and dangerous drugs.
The drug dilemma is an ever increasing problem for the .American
pe~ple.

It is a problem that should be understood and corrected.

This study was ma.de in an attempt to report the conditions of a
survey of potential drug problems in a rural community.
Drug Education

In 1918, the National Education Association appointed a commission on the reorganization of secondary education. The result
was the fornntion of the Seven Cardinal Principles of Secondary
Education. The first Cardinal Principle listed is Health.4 Most
states agreed with this objective and consider drug education
as having a place in the Health Education program.

It is of

interest that according to the October 1967 National Education
Association Journal:
Teaching about alcohol and narcotics is being required of the public schools by more state legislatures

Utah:

)Brent Q. Haffen, Readings on Drug Use and Abuse (Provo,
Brigham Young University Press, 1970), p. 25.

4Rudyard K. Bent and Henry H. Kronenberg, · Principles of Secondary
Education (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1961), P• 138,

than any· othor topic, according to a study ma.de by
George n. Marconnit for tho Iowa-Center for Research
in School Administration. Forty-three states require such courses. The second most popular topic for design~tion as a muat by state legislators is the u. s.
Constitution, required by 28 states~5
A major breakthrough for the education of drug abuse was tho
Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970, signed into law by President Nixon
on December 3, 1970. A principle purpose, according to a special
report of the House Education and Labor Connnittee, was to 11help
eliminate drug abuse by striking at tho heart of the problem --tho
lack of knowledge on the part of tho average citizen, young and
old, on the dangers of improper drug use. 6
The act authorized the expenditure of fifty-eight million
dollars aver three years for a variety of programs to combat drug
use and abuse. The following is a summation of the principle
points of the bill.7
1. The bill authorized the Secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare to make grants and contracts uith institutions of
higher education, state and local education agencies (including
public and private school systems), and other public and private
research institutions to support tho development of now and improved curricular materials for use in elementary, secondary,
adult and community education programs, as well as the dessemination
of information on such materials.

5National Education Association, ''News and Trends, 11 NEA
Journal (Washington, n. c., October 1967), p. 4.
6J. William Jones, Drug Crisis, National School Public
Relat~ons Association,
1971, p.49.
.
.
.

2. The bill provided funds for preservico and inservice
teacher training programs, including seminars, workshops, and
conferences on drug abuse education.

J. The bill provided funds for community and adult drug
education, including funds for peer-group programs such as dropin centers, outpatient counseling and drug hot line telephone
services.

4.

The bill included explicit provisions to recruit, train,

organize and employ professionals, former drug users and paraprofessionnls to partici pate in drug education programs.
The present study was done under tho direction of Title
I of the Drug Assistance Project at Morehead State Universi ty.
The major purpose of the project was to promote drug education
programs in Eastern Kentucky.

Before a drug education program

is undertaken, a need must be shown.

A method of demonstrating

such a need is to survey the community.
Statement of Problem
The purpose of this study was to survey the potential drug
problem(s) of Hontgomery County and the community of Mount Sterling,
Kentucky.
Need for Study
Mari juana; }farijuana:

1.s.n., 1.s.n.;

Scientists make it,

Teachers take it; Uby can ' t we? 1Jby can ' t we? 118 That cute little
lyric was sung by elemontary students to tho tune of "Frere

BJ. William. Jones, Drug Crisis: Schools Fight Back with
Innovative Programs (National Schools Public Relations Association,
1971), p. 16.

Jacques". According to Pennsylvania ' s Secretary of Education.,
David H. Kurtzmnn.,
••• this docs not mean that 7 year olds are popping
bennics and shooting horse., but it does indicate word
has drifted down from the older kids that drugs are
fun. Youth is convinced that puffing a reefer is no
worse than smoking cornsilk behind the barn.9
It has been reported that sometime in 1967 or 1968 the
"drug scene" left the boundaries of the urban ghetto and spread
into Surburbia.,

u.s.A.10

At this period of time., it suddenly

became obvious that the connection of drugs and youth knew no
racial., class, ethnic or socioeconomic bounds. Gradually police.,
educators, and parents began to realize the enomous scope of the
problem.
A problem with people and society in general., has been
that they seem to take the attitude that "it couldn 't happen here."
Sure, maybe a few ''hippies" here and there have
fooled around
with
.
.
drugs but certainly "it couldn't happen here." Leonard J. Patricelli,
a Hartford, Connecticut, radio and television executive had this
comment:
To New Yorkers and a good many others., Connecticut
has always been a nice place to visit when you wanted
to forget your problems and I suppose it still is.
But the drug problem is something you can't get awo;y
from nowadays--evcn in a pleasant place like Connecticut.
Half of the people who get arrested in our sta.to these·
days n.re drug users. The high schools in those pretty,
picture postcard towns 30 or 40 miles from the nearest city
have drug problems. There probably isn't a youngster living

9J. William Jones., _Drug~~C:-r':""i_si""'!s~=--=:-S~c~ho~o
·
....l--=s~F_i":"'gh~t___B_a~c_k_wi
___t.,..h
Innovative Programs (National Schools Public Relations Association.,
1971)., p. 16.

l0ib.d
1 . , p • l•

arzywhere in the state--even in rural areas--who doesn't
know so:rooone who uses drugs. And there are probably only
a very few who don't know where to got marijuana as easily
as you and I can get aspirin.11
What is the picture today?

It is not to tho point of hysteria.

The use of drugs, especially experimentation, has increased a great
deal in the past five years. This is not just an increase in the
old groups who used drugs, but a spreading to now segments of tho
population. As John E. Ingersell, director of the Federal Bureau
of Narcotics, puts it,
We know that the age level of drug users is constantly
decreasing. Four or five years ago, college seniors were
virtually the only· students involved with :marijuana. In
two or three years, smoking pot had moved down to freshman
level. In another two years, it had become a problem in
high schools and now it is getting into tho junior high
schools and even into elementary schools.l~
Those new groups who use it now are better off and better educated;
therefore, they are more articulate in saying why they tltink they
are using drugs.

And, to some extent, drug use has become n eymbol

of rebellion from the mainstream of society.
The abuse of drugs has, according to the 1963 President's
Advisory Conmdssion on Narcotics and Drug Abuse, aroused two
extreme attitudes--the punitive and the permissive--the cormnission
reports as follows:
Some people are concerned primarily with the effects
of drug abuse on the community. Thoy know that it can
debiliato and destroy· tho inner fabric of a man and that if
it leads to addiction, the abuser becomes obsessed with his

llJ. 1-lilliam Jones, Drug Crisis: Schools Fight Back with
Innovative Programs (National Schools Public Relations Association,
1971), p. 1.
12 Ibid., P• 2.

drug, living for nothing else. They know that drug abuse
is primarily spread by tho drug abuser who persuades others
to try the drug. Though thoy may not always consider drug
abuse a crime, this school takes an essentially punitive
approach. Bocauae most serious drug abusers return to
drugs if loft to themselves, these people would shut t~e
drug abuser away from society for as long as possible. 3
Tho permissive attitude holds that serious drug abuse is
usu.ally symptomatic of a mental disturbance and that in essence
the abuser is a sick person. The drug abuser must be treated for
bis sickness rather than punished.14
Statistics, if uaod properly, have a way of demonstrating
the magnitude of any problem. The past few years have produced
an enormous amount of research dealing with the drug problem, and

with such, many statistics have been published :indicating the
seriousness of tho problem.

Jones15 compiled an enormous amount

of statistics representative of the research being done in drug
education. The following are some exnmplos:
1.

There are about 18 m.iJ.lion students in the nation's

public secondary schools, and sooowbere between 16 per cent
(President Nixon's estimate, which be labels 'deliberately
eautious 1 ) and

25

per cont to

35

per cent of them (the estimate

range of most doctors, educators and drug abuse authorities) are
exper:lJnenting with marijuana. This means that up to 6 million
students are taking drugs illegally.

lJoeorge B. Griffenhagan, "A History of Drug Abuse," Readings ·
Brighrun Young University Press,

in Drug Use and Abuse, (Probe, utah:

1970), P• 18.
14Ibid., p. 19.
15J. William Jones, Drug Crisis: Schools Fight Back with
Innovative Programs (National Schools Public Relations Associntion,
1971), p. 1.

2. Some 12 per dent to 15 per cent (up to 2.7 million) nre
taking marijuana o.nd other vari ous "soft" (gonorally non-addictive)
drugs on a regular basis.

3. It has been reported that from 2 per cent to 3 per cent
(or somo 500,000 youngsters) aro hopelessly hooked on hard drugs
like heroin.

4. The total number of mar:ijuann smokers in the country
have boon estimated to range from 8 million to 20 million.

5.

A recent Gallup poll found that 42 per cent of college

students nre now experimenting with marijuana, as compared with
22 per cent in 1969 and
montation with

1.s.D.

5 per cent

in 1967.

Similarly, experi-

has incrcasedffrom l per cont in 1967 to 4

per cent in 1969 to 14 per cent in 1971.

6. There aro moro than 100, 000 heroin addi cts in New York
City alone. Approximately 25, 000 of t hem attend tho city's
public schools.

In 1970, 900 persons, including 224 teen-agers,

died from the use of heroin, which in thc.t city caused more deaths
of persons agod 15-35 thnn any other single cause.

In 1966, 30

New York t een-agers died from heroin.

7. In Phila.dolphia, deaths related to drugs climbed t o 186
in 1970, moro than five times the number of local servicemen killed

in Nietnrun.

In 1970, 805 drug cases cruoo before juvenile court,

compared to 17 in 1965 and 403 in 1969.
8.

A survey of seven schools in the Fullerton (California)

Union High School District, showed t hat in 1970, 34 per cont of
tho students had tried marijuana, compared with 22 . 5 per cont in
1968.

In 1970, 17 per cent reported they used it more than 10 times,

compared with ll. 7 per cent in 1968.
9.

A

survey of the Cincinnati public school pupils in gr ades

7-12 showed that 31 per cent had tried drugs.

Some 16 per cent

said thoy had exper:i.mcnted with LSD and other hallucinogens, and
8 por cent said they used them once a week.
10.

14 per cent of the high school students in IcJ.J.as said

they had tried :marijunna, and 6 per cent said they had used it
10 or more times.

Three per cent (1, 700 pupils) said they were

using heroin or morphine.
11.

In Houston, 22 per cent stated that they had experimented

with :marijuana; 12 per cent had used it more than 10 times .

Six

per cent (5,800) said they wer e using heroin or morphine.
As the statistics continued to motU1t, it becomes evident that
there is a drug problem in the United States.

The problem of

drug abuse has boon a reality of the metropolitan areas of this
country for some timo. 16 What bas not been shown is the drug situation in the rural conmrunities of this nation.

The purpose of

this study wn.s to survey the potential drug problems of 1-Iont gomery
County and Mount Sterling, Kentuclcy-.

Information gathered from

this survey cnn be used to determine if a planned drug education
program is necessary for Montgomery County.

A

:rnothod of combating

the spread of drug abuse is an aw:1reness of potential problems by
the peo;lc.

If communities are aware of problems and drug abuse

problems, in particular, the appropriate action can bo taken to
eliminat e tho problem.

16J • Willimn Jones, Drug Crisis: Schools Fight Back with ·
Innovative Programs (Nati onilSchools Public Rel ations Association,
1971) , pp. 1-2.

Definition of Terms
It is important that a certain amount of space be provided
for the proper definition of terms., i n this wa:y t he r eader will
not become confused as to the exact terminology used in this study.

Drug or drugs. Hhen referred to in this study., drug or drugs
will be limited to a select number of items.
include:

These items will

alcohol., tobacco., tranquilizers, marijuana, amphetamines,

barbiturates., opiates,
sniffing.

1.s.D.

(and other hall ucinogenics) and glue

(Appendix A gives additi onal information on drugs. )

Limitations
The study has the following limitations:
1.

The study was desi gned as a survey to learn about

the characteristics of a given target population.

It was not designed

to test problems, or to engage in hypothesis testing.
2.

The study was also limited in regard to time and money.

Basic Assumptions
A more definitive view of the study may be presented by
em.nnerating the guiding assUJllPtions that were basic to the study:
1.

The asswnption was made that the nwnber of subjects

used in the study was representative of the population of
Montogomery County and liiount Sterling.
2.

It was further assumed that the subjects used in the

study held basic beliefs and attitudes concerning the drug situation
in Montgomery County and Mount Sterling and through their responses
to the questionnaire made their beliefs and attitudes known.

J.

It was assumed that the responses would be a significant

number, which would make the survey a valid technique.
Bacl~round Information
Mot.mt Sterling is located on the eastern edge of Kentucky ' s
Blue Grass Region, and is the county seat of riontogomery County.
Mount Sterling is located 40 miles east of Lexington, 102 miles
east of Louisville, and ll9 miles southeast of Cincinnati.
The population of Mount St erling in 1970 wns 5, 083.
Montgomery County baa a population of 15,364.17 Appendix B gives
additional information on Mount Sterling, Kentucky.

17Industrial Resources, Mount Sterling, Kentucky, prepared
by the Kantucky bepartmcnt of Commerce in cooperation with Mount
Sterling, Montgomery CoW1ty Chamber of Comnerce, p. 1.
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II

REVIE~·l OF LITER.AT URE

In the past few years there has been a multitude of
literature relating to drugs.

Nost of the literature has dealt

with the effect on the hwnan body, recently much research has
been attempting to determine the amount and type of drugs consumed
by the American public.

However, there has been a lack of material

relative to the problem undertakon for this study.
Pertinent literature reviewed for this study has been arranged
into the following categories:

(1) drugs, (2) smoking, and (3)

alcohol.
Drugs_

Many individuals knowledgeable regarding the durg problem,
have long felt there existed a general lack of drug knowledge
among the population and students, in particular.

This feeling

was expressed by Bryan, Director of the Student Health Service
at the University of California in Berkley:
It is a paradox that the young adult on the college
can:q:>uses of today who is intellectually capable of
higher education is remarkably ignorant of the laws
applying to the abuse of mind-altering substances as t·Tell
as the dangers attendant to such use. This i gnorance
is not only the result of distrust of informntion emD.nating
from an adult society about which the young person has become
rather doubtful, but it is also the result of the enthusiasm

of the frug user who ia usually evangelical in his efforts
to recruit more companions into his life pattcrn.18
Instances also exist in which t he individual foals he has
a depth of drug knowledge, when in fact, tho knowledge may be
totally inaccurate.

Sapratto, Professor of Pharmacy at Purdue

University, has stat.bd, "many students todey- haven great deal
of knowledge about drugs but it is not always completely accurate
and usually they do not have the complete store. 1119
Popoff conducted a survey which involved 14, 748 :individuaJ.s
throughout the nation. They were asked to state their beliefs
concerning the dangers associated with the use of various drugs.
When q~etioned about sedntivos, seven per cent felt that they
wore~ safe, 21 per cent felt they were somewhnt sate, 23 per
cent stated that it was hard to scy, 39 per cent stated that they
were very dangerous. 20 The level of drug knowledge., held by various
individuals., appeared to vary groa.tly ns was indicated by the diversity of attitudes towards the dangers associated with the
various drugs.
The New York State Narcotic Addiction Control Conmission
undertook a survey of the state to gather information on conmunity
attitudes and knotvledge of drugs and drug abuse.

A questionnaire

was administered to a sample population of 6.,105 persons,
- - - - - - - - - - . . J "'

18:HemtrB. Bryan:, "Drugs on the College Campus," Journal of
School Health, 40: 9('-97, February, 1970.
l9Goorago R. Sapratto., ''l'oward· a Rational View of Drug Abuse 11,
Journal of School Health, 40: 92-96, April 1970.
11:

20.David Popoff, ''Feedback on Drugs", Psychology Todey,
51-52, April, 1970.

representative of the stato, who were thirteen years old or older.
Wehn questioned about marijuana,

65

per cent agreed with the ass-

ertion that people who use marijuana go on to something stronger.21
Francis and Patch studied tho attitudes nnd extent of drug
use on the University of Michigan campus. Two findings that are
of interest are:

(1)

marijuana smokers were definitely more

likely to be tobacco users and, (2~ virtu.il..ly all marijuana
amokers were drinkers. 22
13.lrter, et al. conducted a survey of drrug use among college
students in the Denver-Boulder Metropolitan Area. Twenty six
thousand, one hundred fifty usable questionnaires were completed
by college students in that area.

Their investigation disclosed

the patterns and extent of the non-medical uso of dangerous drugs,
as well as attitudes towards the use of such drugs.

Some of the

highlights of tho survey findings are as follows:
1. Three of every 10 students reported the use of marijuana,
amphetamines, and/or L.s.D. one or more times.

Of

the users,

48 per cent said that they had used only marijuana and 14 per cent
has used only amphetamines. Twenty one students reported using
only L.s.n.
2. Of all students responding in the survey, 16 per cent
were currently using marijuana, 7 per cent using amphetrun:ines
and 3 per cent were using L.s.n •

.
21Daniel Glaser, and Mary· Snow, "Public Knowledge and Attitudes
on Drug Abuse in•New York state, 11 · ·Education Resource Information ·
Center, E:0059267, Washington, n.c., National Education Association, 1972.
22
John Bruco Francis and David J. Patch, "Student Attitudes
Toward Drug Education Programs at the· University of Michigan, 11 •
Education Resource Information· CBnter, EI059272, l-fa.shington, n.o.,
National Education Association, 1972.

3. The rates of drug use among students
from 16 per cent to

by college ranged

35 por cent. 23

Solomon24 conducted a study among east villngo "hippies"
of New York City•

He questioned "hippies" nbout drug usage,

personol backgribund., and attitudes.

It was suggested thnt the

''hippie II movement is prinnriJ.y a symptom of alienation from the
dominant values of society, although the nature of the sample
pre eluded firm generru.izations. iomo of tho major findings on
drug usnge aro:
1. All £i the "hippies" in the study reported the prior
or current use of Illc..1.rijuana.
2.

All of the "hippies" were :introduced to marijuana in

their late teens.

J. Well over half reported the usage of marijuana for more
than three years.
Holmes25 worked with ''hippies II in his study that was designed
to provide descriptive data on several samples of drug usera and
to compare these with non-drug users.
characteristics of four groups:

His study focused on the

hippies, weekend hippies, non-

hippie drug users, and non-hippie non-users.

Some of his major

findings arc:
2
3James T. Barter, George L. Mizner, and Pnul H. Werne,
Patterns of Drug Use Among College Students in the Donver-Boulder
Metropolitan Area., An Epidermologica.J.. and Demographic Survey of
student Attitudes and Practices, 11 Bureau of Narcotics nnd Dangerous
Drugs, United St ates Department of Justice., 1971.
.
2~heo Solomon, "A Pilot Study·Arnong East Village "Hippies;"
Education Resource Information· Center., E0016266, Nash:ington, n.c.,
National Education Association, 1972.
.
.
25nouelas Holmes, et. ru.., ~Drug Use-and Users, Drug Use in
Matched Groups of Hippies and !Jon-Hippies--Final Report;" Education
Resource Information Center; ED061265, Wash:ington, D.c., National
Educntion Associ ation, 197a.

1.

Avorage age of all drug users 1n the stuey wns 22.

2.

Average age of first marijuana uso was 19.

3.

Dru,g use is pr:i.ma.r:Uy a peer group phenomenon.

4. The first drug use or experience was most typicnlly,
with marijuana.
Smoking
Dur1ng the past several years there has been an enormous
amount of ~iterature pertam1ng to tobacco, its ~feet on ~he
human boey, and consumption by the United States.

However, there

has been a lc'.lck of l iterat ure relative t o tho problem undertaken
by t his study.

It is not diffi cult to develop the habit of smokmg.

There

are many factors which intertwine in a multi-casual fashion to

•

slowly entice an unsuspect1ng youth 1nto a habit which he may
regr et for the rClllainder of his life.
Lawton26 viewed the initiation of smoking as being largely
a social and psychol ogical
process, ,''mediated by the mechanics of
,
curiousity :imitation, identification, status stri ving and rebellion. 11
Horn27 suggested three different etiologies in the acquisition of
the smoking habit:

(1) fam:llinl,

f2 ) peer group, and (3) psych-

ological.
Horowitz 28 stated that ''beginning to SlllOke is l argely duo to
one's social errvironment, however, once it has started, the habit

2~ . Powell Lawton, 'Tsychological Aspects of Cigarette Smoking, 11
Journal of Health and Human Behavior, I.Lt, 1962, p. 170.
27Danicl Horn, ''Modifying Smoking Ha.bits in High School Students, "
Children VII, (l1a.rch 1960), P• 64.
28M:i.lton J . Horowitz, 'Tsychological Aspects of Education Related
to Smoking," Journal of School Health, XXXVI (June 1966), p. 282 .

depends largoly on the gratification of personal need."
to tho question,

11

t-1hy

In response

do you smoke? 11 Street29 rocived from 8, 272

students the following answers:

"Because nzy- friends smoke", "It

relaxes me"., "I'm old enough", "Nothing better to do", and "Because
nzy-

parents smoke."
Nownnn30 studied tho social dynamics of youth smoking in an

urban junior high school. Tho participant observer method was
employed in conducting an in-depth study of the smoking and nonsmoking characteristics of a sma.ll random sample of eighty students.
To effect the necessary rapport and relationship with students, the
:investigator nssmned tho rolo of n visiting foroigh educntor and
school counselor. The study was conducted over the nine month
period of tho ~ l year.

Data collected through observations

and a series of student interviews were used to docmnent tho behavior
patterns of these students. Additional techniques were employed
to study social status, peer group momborship, and personal expectations.
The findings of this research rein.forced the lJl¥)ortance of the
poor group influence in both smoldng nnd non-smoking behavior.
Furthermore, the results of this study suggested that for an iJnpor,

tant segment of tho youth population, smol?Jlg may be more accurntcly
viewed as a form of compensatory behavior. Tho smoking student i s
frequently not as successful either socially or academicaJJy as his
2
9w. K. St.reet, "Students Express Views on Smoking," Journel
of School Health, XX1.'VII (March 1967), PP• 151-52.

JOian M. Newman, 1~he Social Dynrunics of Cigarette Smold.ng
in a Junior High School," (Unpnblished·FH.D. dissertation, Graduate
College, University of Illinois, Urbana, 1968), P• 153.

non-smoking counterpart. A more productive approach for the schools
in lowering the rate of smoking might woll be through programs a:ilned
at $timulating the interest of these students and providing them
with an experience of success in the school.
Alcohol
Alchbhl has been such a familiar part of the American way
of life that it is difficult to realize tlmt it is a drug; it is
<Nery bit as active physiologically as many of the so-called
11

drugs 11 that arc usualJy ingested as pills.31
Contrary to popular
belief, alcohol does not
stimulate the
,,.
.... "

central nervous system, but according to Wolf, "••• exerts a progressive and continuous depression on the reticular activating
system, cortex, cerebellum, spinal cord, and medulla.

What passes

for stimulation results from the depression of the higher integrating
centers and represents the loss of learning inhibitions acquired
by training and previous oxperience. 1132

Davis and South worth33 indicated that alcohol, like all narcotics, beg~s by dulling the _po·wers of attention, judgement, discrilllination, and self control.

Lack of inhibition

may

be demonstrated

by loss of discretion, a bringing out of natural crudeness, and

taking unnecessary risks.

The general effects of alcohol by degree

of intoxication, hnve been described by Coleman, as follows:

31.Alcohol and Alcoholism, National Instituoe of Mental HeaJ.th,
National Institute on·Alconol and Alcoholism, DHEW Publication, (HSM)
72-9127, revised
1972,
p.3.
. .
,
32H. H. Wolf, "Pharmacological E:ffects of Drugs Subject to Abuse,"
Drug Abuso: A eourse for Educators, Butler University Drug Abuse
Institute~ 1~68, P• 51.
.
Davis· ru1d w. H. Soutnworth, Mental Hygiene_, (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co.·, 19.54), P• 39.

13s.· F•

when tho alcohol content in the blood stream roaches
0.10 percent, the muscular coordination, spoech and vision
are impaired., and thought processes are confused. Ubcn
the blood alcohol reaches approximately o.o5 per cont, the
whole neural balance' is upset and the individunl passes out.
Unconsciousness here, apparently acts as a snfety device, ·
for concentrations above o.55 per cent are usually lethai.34
Factors affecting intoxication have been shm-m by Forbes.35
He found that the blood alcohol levels of subjects who havo eaten

before a tost rise much more slowly than those who have consumed
alcohol on an empty stomach.· Ho contended that, nfter throe hours,
the qunntity of food stuff remaining in the stomach will be sufficont to prevent nausea, b~t will not act as a buffer to prevent
absorption of the alcohol.
Tho rate and duratio,n of the dringing also modify the degree
of :intoxication.

If the drinking is over a prolonged period of

time, tho excretory process oan effectively lOiier the blood alcohol
concentration so that great quantities of alcohol will have to be
ingested
to reach a high blood alcohol
level. Heise36 found that
,
,
a man, spac:ing his drinks properly, can consume 25_ounces of 100
proof alcohol :in 24 hours w.tth little or no effect. Soals37 stated
that two men of equnl weight, hav:1ng their stomachs empty, will be
effected differently if ono man drinks his beverage quicltly and the
other slowly,' Tho man drinld.ng his beverage rapidly will be more

J4J •· c; Col~: Abnormal Psy:Chology and 11odorn Life; Third'
Edition (Glenview.,
fl.i:tnois: Scott, Foresman, and Company, 1964), p.·422.
.
,
35G. Forbes, "The Effects of Alcohol on Psychom6tor Reactions
as Possible Index' of Degree of Alcoholic Intoxication, '~Iodicological
Journal, ]5:23-38, 1947.
.

.

"'

"'

36H. E. Heise, "The fleliability ' of Breath Test,

11

Traffic Safety

Research ~eview, 50:10-ll, June 1957.
J7T. Sen.ls, 11The Drinking Driver., 11 Traffic Safety Research
Review_, 1:82, Do camber 1957.

affected because of tho greater: insult to bis central nervous

systam.
In Hay, 1962, tho National Conmrittoo on Uniform Traffic Laws
and Ordinancos38 armnendod the uniform vehicle codo by reducing the
presumpt ive level at which a person . is charged with driving
under
.
the influence . of
. into:x:lcnnts from 0.
. 15 per cent (150. mg. per. cent)
level to tho . t . 10.. per cont (100 ~ . percent) lovel. Tho
0. 10
,
por cent (100 mg. por cont) level, according to Renaldi,39 would
""

be tho equivalent of approx:imatoly five drinks, each containing
one volume ounce of 100 proof alcohol or five tirelve ounce bottles
of boor, consumed by an individual weighing about 16? pounds, in
a relatively short period of time (ono hour or leJs).
Highwcy deaths in tho United States have boon rising steadily;

it is estimated that 60,000 .Americans are ldJ.led year1y. 40

A

major

study by tho United Statoa Department of Trnnsportation entitled,
''1968 Alcohol and Hi~hwey- Safety ~ort", 4l showed that alcoho~
plays a role in half, or about 30,000 of the highway fatalities .

38Uniform Vehicle Code, National Conunittee-on ·Uniform Traffic
Laws and Ordinances, Washington>, n. c. , pp. 30-31.
.

.

""

-

39J. A. Renaldi, "Blood-Alco' Chart" (unpublished), J . A.
Renaldi. Company, Chicago, Ulinois, 1963.
40Altohol and Alcoholism, national Institute on Alcohol and
Alcoholism, · United States Government Printing Office, 1lashington, D. c. ,
1972, P• 10.
,
,
41Alcohol and Alcoholism Safety· Roport, August, 1968, United
States Printing Office, 1fashington, D.c., 1968.

Chapter 3
RESEAJ.t CH PROCEDURES
The primary purpose of this study was to survey the potential
drug problem(s) of Montgomery County and Maunt Sterling, Kentucky.
Much research has been done recently, illustrating consumption of
various drugs and the amount of knowledge people possess about these
drugs.

Surveys of this nature, primarily, have boon done in met-

ropolitan areas.

No attempt has boon made to discover tho drug

knowledge and consumption of drugs in Montgomery County and Mount
Sterling.

•

It was a purpose of this study to survey a rural environ-

ment and determine if certain drugs wore being abused.

A further

objective was to determine by tho results obtained, if a drug
education program was desired and neoded.
General Procedure
The questionnaire was administered by hand or mailed to
one hundred and ninety-two people in Montgomery County.
subjects wore classified into two groups .

The

One group consisted of

students from Montgomery County High School, while the second group
consisted of a randomly oeloctod number of subjects from the population of Montgomery County. Tho results of the questionnaires
were tallied and placed into tabular form.
Sources of Data
Tho subjects wore dichotomizod into two groups.

Tho first

group consisted of ninth through twelfth grade students in

The questionnaire was developed for the purpose of soliciting information regarding drug abuse.

Tho questionnaire was approved for use

in this study by a committee consisting of Dr. Harry Sweeney,

Dr. Ed Miller and Dr. Atha.

It was agreed that tho questionnaire

served tho purpose of its intended use by the connnittee.

(Appendix

D contains the questionnaire).
Treatment of Data
The participants of the study were asked to respond to opinionated questions structured by the questionnaire utilized in the study.
The questions were stated in terms that solicited respondents opinions
on what they thought or believed to be the existing drug conditions
:in the community.

The study was descriptive in design, and was not intended to

tei,t hypotheses. The results of the questionnaires were tallied
and presented in tabular form.
of responses by qu!stion.

A socond treatment was a comparison

Comparisons were made in order to discover

if there were axry observable differences between the student group
and the Montgomery County Group.
col'fi)arison.

A

brief narrative follows each

Chapter
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PRESENI'J\TION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The purpose of this study was to survey the potential drug
problem(s) of Montgomery County and the connnunity of Mount Sterling,
Kentucky.

A secondary purpose of the study was to determine if a

drug education program was needed in Montgomery County.

Specifically,

the purpose of the study was to summarize the responses to the
questionnaire n.nd present them in tabular form.
The r esults of the study are shown in Tables I through VII.
The total number of participants surveyed was one hundred and ninetytwo.

A breakdm-m of participants reveals that of the total number,

one hundred and forty-seven were from the Montgomery County High
School and forty-five were from Montgomery County. Two hundred
and fifty questionnaires were originally sent to prosepeetive
participants in Montgomery County. A followup letter was sent
(after a time elapse of one and a half months) urging participants
to return the questionnaires.

(Appendix E contains followup letter.)

The number of questionnaires returned was f a.r below what was anticipated. The return r ate of questionnaires was twenty-four per cent.
The r emaining twf)Ilty-five per cent were not used because they were
partially answered or deceased was marked on the return envelope.
Question one requested the participants to check the number
of drugs they knm-1 as being abused.

Ninety-two par cent of the

sample population r anked alcohol as the number one drug being
abused.

Eighty-one per cent and fifty-four perccent of the

total population positioned tobacco and marijuana as the second

and t hird most abused drugso Gluo sniffing and tranquilizers wore
separated by one per cent as they ranked fourth and fifth with
twenty-nine and twenty- oight per cent, respectively.

Barbituates

ranked sixth as the most abused drug, with twenty per cent.

Amphet-

am:il'les were checked fifteen per cont of tho time, and ranked sevent h.

1.s.n. and opiates. Fourteen per
checked 1.s.n. and thirteen per cent

The drugs reported the least were
cent of t he total population
mrkod opiates.

Group responses have been sh01-m in Table I .

Tho ranking of abused drugs by tho school sample population
Has identical to the t otal sample population.

The r ank order given

by the county sample population differed great ly from the school

sample population.

Although the top three drugs (alcohol, tobacco

and marijuana) remained in the same order, a noticablc difference
occurred from the t hird ranking to the last rank.

Tranquilizers

rankod fourth, followed by barbituat es and amphe t aminos.
sniffing was ranked seventh by the county sample.
drugs were opiates and

1.s.n.

the ranld.ng of glue sniffing.

Glue

The least marked

The greatest difference occurred in
The school sample placed glue srut.ffing

fourth and tho county srunple positioned it seventh .

Conclusions
It was the purpose of this study to survey the potential
drug problem(s) of Montgomery County and the community of Mount
Sterling, Kentucky.

A secondary purpose was to determine if a

drug education program was needed in that county.

On the basis

of the statistical data compiled for the purpose of this study,
the following conclusions are dram1:
1. The respondents of the survey indicated they observed

a number of drugs being abused in Montgomery County. Alcohol,
tobacco, marijuana, glue sniffing, tranquilizers, barbituratos,
amphetamines, L,S.D. and opiates were the abused drugs and were
reportedlY abused in that order.
2.

The respondents of the survey indicated that the majority

of drug abuse occurs between the ages of sixteen and twenty-nine
in Montgomery County.

3. The individuals surveyed indicated that a planned drug
education program is needed for Mont gomery County. This was evident
by the high percentage of responses favoring a planned drug education
program.

4.

The respondents of the survey indicated that a majority

of the drug education information in Montgomery County has been
distributed by the television media.
in order of importance were:

other mGans of distribution

magazines, newspapers, radio, church,

cir;i.c groups and businesses.

5,

The respondents of the survey indicated that public schools

be responsible for the organization and implementation of a planned
drug education program in Montgomery County,

Recommendations
On the basis of data collected by this study, the following

rocornmendations are made.
1. A planned drug education program should be initiated in
the elementary and secondary schools of Montgomery County.
2.

A planned drug education program should be initiated

in the community for adults.

3. The findings of this study should be usod by research
personnel in drug education and should stimulate further exploratory study of the needs of the rural conmrunities.

4.

A study should be conducted to determine t he reason for

diversity of r esponses on the question concerning planned drug
education programs in Montgomery County.

5.

A similar study should be conducted with l arger samples.

TABLE I
DRIDS ABUSED IN MONrGOMERY COUNI'Y

Total Sample
Population

School Samplo
Population

County Sample
Population

Runk PerOrder Cent

Rank PerOrder Cent

Rank PerOrder Cent

Dru.es Marked ns
beine abused:
Alcohol

1

92%

1

98%

1

77%

Tobacco

2

81%

2

90%

2

55%

Marujunna

3

54%

3

56%

3

48%

Glue-sniffing

4

29%

4

34%

7

11%

Tranquilizors

5

28%

5

27%

4

31%

Barbiturates

6

20%

6

21%

5

20%

.Amphetwdnos

7

15%

7

15%

6

15%

1.s. n.

8

14%

8

14%

9

8%

Opiates

9

13~

9

14%

8

11%

Mtor the participants checkod the drugs that wero known to
be abused, question two instructed them to check the o.eo groups
where drug abuse i s most common.

Group r esponse have been shown

in Table II.
Tho aeo gr oup that ranked number one was tho sixteen t o
twenty year olds.

Seventy-five per cont of the total sample ppp-

ulation thought this ago group was the one whore drug abuse was
most common.

Twenty-one t o twenty-nine year olds wer e second in

the rnnking with twenty-six per cent, followed by tho ten to fifteen

year olds with fourteen per cont.
Thore was a noticable docline in tho per cent of older age
groups checkod. The forty to forty-nino year olds r anked fourth
with five per cent, followed by tho thirty to thirty-nine year
olds with four por cent. Tho last two age groups checked were the
sixty to sixty-nine year olds and the fifty-to fifty-nine year
olds with three per cent and one per cent, respectively.
Tho school and country samplo populations ranked the six-r
teen tp twelilty year olds and tho twonty-ono to twenty-nine year
olds, first and second.
olds seventh.

They ranked the fifty to fifty-nine year

A difference occurred in the ranking them third

and the county sample ranked them fifth.

The thirty to thirty-

nine year olds were ranked third by the county sa.mplo and sixth
by the :sbhool sample.

Tho forty to forty-nine year olds wore

ranked fourth by the county sample and fifth by the school sample.
The :achool slllllple ranked the sixty to sixty-nine yoar olds fourth.
The county sample ranked them sixth.
The greatest differences occured :in the ranking of the ten
to fifteen year olds, thirty to thirty-nine year olds and the
sixty to si,d;y-n:ine year olds.

TABLE II
OCEURRENCE OF DRID ABUSE BY AGE GROUP TI-1 MOl'lrGOMERY COUNI'RY

Total. Sampl e
Population

Scholl Sample
Population

County Sanple
Population

Rank PerOrder Cent

Rank PerOrder Cent

Rank PerOrder Cent

Age Groups hlher e
Drug Abuse is
Most Common:

10-1.5

3

14%

3

17%

.5

2%

16..20

1

7.5%

1

8~

l

.5.5%

21..29

2

26%

2

24%

2

32%

30..39

.5

4%

6

1%

3

13%

40 ..49

4

.5%

.5

2%

4

11%

So-.59

7

1%

7

1~

7

1%

6o-69

6

3~

4

4%

6

4%

The third question was structured for n yes or no r eply.

Tho

concorn of question throe wns the public schools in their district
producing a planned drug education progrrun.

Fifty-one per cont of

the totn.l populati on said no, t·Tbile forty-three per cent said yes.
Group r esponses have been shmm in Table III.
A conflict of opinion was observed in the school snnple pop-

ulation and the county srunple on question three.

Fifty- one per ce~t

of tho school sample responded yes, while forty- nine per cont responded no to the question.

The county sample population replies

indicated yes sixteen per cent of the time and no fifty-xix por cent
of the tme.

TABLE III
DO THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS m MONTGOMERY COID'1I'Y
HAVE A PL/l.NNED DRID EDUCATION PROORAM?

Total Sample
Population

Total Sample
Population

County Sample
Populatttion

Per cont

Per con.if

Por cont

YES

43~;

51%

16%

NO

51%
6%

49%

56%

oc•p

28%

Do Public Schools
Have A Pl anned Drug
Education Program?

No Response

Question four dealt with drug education :i.nfornntion being
dispersed by local civic groups or the advertising media. The
participants checked with groups they thought were disseminating
drug education information. Group responses have been shown in
TableIV.
Television ranked number one with seventy-six per cont, followed by magazines~ with fifty-seven per cent and nowspo.pors with
fifty-six per cent.

Radio and the church ranked fourth and fifth

with forty-three and thirty-eight per coot. Tho loast chocked were
civic groups (Chamber of Commerce, Lions, Rotarians, etc.)

and

businesses. They ranked sixth and seventh uith eighteen and six
per cent respectively.
The school sample population was identical to tho total sample
population in the ranking of distributed drug education information •

Television was ranked first by .both groups. A largo differen~o
occurred in the ra.nkine of magazinos.

The school srunplo ranked mag-

azines second and tho county sample ranked them sixth.
were rankod very close by both groups.

Nowspo.pers

The school samplo ranked

newspapers third and the county sampl e ranked thom socond. Likewise,
radio was rnnked very similar by both groups, fourth by the school
sample and third by tho county so.nplo.

The school sample ranked

the church fifth and the civic groups sixth. Tho county sample
ranked tho church fourth and tho civic groups fifth .

Both groups

agrood on tho ranking of businesses by placing it seventQ,.

TABLE IV
DISTRIBtJrION OF DRW EDUCATION JNFORM/1.TION THROU:iH
VARIOUS MEDIA IN NONTGONERY COUNTY

Total Sample
Population

School Snrnplo
Population

County Srunple
Population

Rank PerOrder Cent

Rank· PerOrder. Cent

Rank
Order

PerCent

Drug Education
Information Given
out by Rollati:l.ng:

38%

5

40%

4

2

68%

6

31%
225;

6

16%

59%
48%

5
2

23%
48%

3

1

37%
62%

7

4%

Magazines

5
2

Civic Groups

6

57%
18%

Newspapers

3

56%

3

Radio
Television

4
1

43%
76~;

4
1

Businesses

7

6%

7

Church

BYJ
7%

The fifth question asked if there tvas a need for drug education
in Montgomery County.

Eighty-eight por cent of the total population

said yes while eleven per cent said no. The group responses have
been shown in Table

v.

There was almost total agreement by the county sample population.
Ninety-nine per cent of the county sample population responded yes
while one per cent checked no.
Eighty-five per cent of the school sample population checked
yes and fifteen per cent checked no.
TABLE V

IS THERE A NEED FOR DRU} EDUCATION IN MONI'GOMERY COUNI'Y?

Total Sample
Population

School Sample
Population

County Sample
Population

PereCent

Per Cent

Por Cent

Is There a Need for
Drug Education?
YES

88%

NO

12%

85%

99%
1%

If the participants checked yes to question five, they were
then instructed to complete question six.

The sixth question asked

the participants to check what groups they thought should be responsible for drug education in Montgomery County.
Seventy-one per cent of the total sample population ranked the
school as the number one group that should be responsible for drug

education in Montgomery County.

The family and church ranked

second and third with thirty-seven and twenty per cent.
groups r anked fourth with nineteen per cont.

Civic

The group responses

have been shown in Table VI.
The school and county sample both ranked the school and
family as the number one and number two groups responsible for
drug education in 11ont gomery County.

The position:ing of the

church and civic groups were reversed. The county sample placed
the church third and the civic groups fourth, where as tho school
sample reversed the order.
TABLE VI
GROUPS TO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR DRID EDUCATION IN
MONTGOMERY COOOY

Total Sample
Population

School Sample
Population

County Sample
Population

Rank PerOrder Cent

Rank PerOrder Cent

Rank PerOrder Cent

Groups Held
Responsible for
Drug Education:
School

1

71%

1

72%

1

76%

Fam:i.Jy

2

37%

2

29%

2

44%

Church

3

20%

3

16%

3

32%

Civic Groups

4

19%

4

19%

4

20%

SL"Ct,y participants responded to a 11write-in" blank that was
concerned with things that they would like to see done :l:n a drug
education program in Montgomery County. The 1\-Trite-in" responses
were grouped for tabulation. The group responses have been shown
in Table VII.

TABLE VII

SUGGESI'ED AGrIVITIES FOR A DRID EDUCATION PROORAM

Opinions Stated For A Drug Education Program

Number

Make Use of Audio-visual Equipment (Films, Fillnstrips)

18

Lecture Procedure With Discussion

18

Give Out Published Information (Books, Pamphlets)

3

Bring In a Cured Drug Adv.ct and Hold Open Discussion

3

Make Police Department stronger (Enforce Laws Botter)

3

Provide a Half-way House for Drug Users

l

Provide a Sbaticase of Drugs Being Abused

l

Closer Alliance with Church Activity

1

Special Moeting for Older People (Parents)

1

Provide Moro Recreation for Young People

1

Legalize Marijuana

1

Provide Greater Punishment for tho User

1

Give Out Free Sample Drugs

l

Send Published Material to Parents

1

Chapter

5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It was the purpose of this study to survey the potential
drug problem(s) of Mont gomery County and the community of Mount
Sterling, ICentucky. A secondary purpose was to determine if a
drug education program was needed in that county as indicated by
those included in the stuey. Tho results of the questionnaires
wero tallied and present ed in t ablua.r form.
The subject s used in t his stuey were one hundred and ninety..
t wo people from Mont gomery Chunty.

Ono hundred .ind forty-seven

subjects were sel ected f r om Montgomery County High School. Fortyfive subjects were r andomly selected from the total population of
Montgomery County.
The r esults of tho drug quostionnaires wero:
1. Ninety-two per cent of the total sample population beltived
alcohol to be the most abused drug, followed by tobacco (81%), :marijuana

(54%),

glue sniffing (29%), tr.mquilizers (28%), ba~biturates

(20%), amphetamines (15%),
2.

1.s.n. (14%)

and opiates (13%).

Seventy-five per cent of the t otal sample population

indicated that drug abuse occurs most in the sixteen t o t wenty yea:r
old age group.
by

The sixteen to twenty year old group was followed

twenty t o twenty-nine year olds (26%), ton to fift een year olds

(14%l,

f orty to forty-nine year olds

year olds

(4%),

(5%),

thirty to thirty-nine

sixty t o sixty-nine year olds (3%), and t he fifty

t o fifty-nine year olds (1%).

3. Forty-three per cent of the total sample population stated
there has been a planned drug education program in the public schools
of Montgomery County. Fifty-one per cent stated that a planned
program was not in effect.

4.

Seventy-six per cent of the total sample population indicated

television to be the media by which the great est amount of the drug
education information has been distributed. Television was followed
by magazines

(57%), newspapers (56%), r adio (43%), church (38%),

civic groups (18%), and businesses (6%).

5.

Eighty-eight per cent of the total sample population said

that there is a need for drug education in Montgomery County, while
eleven por cent said there is not a need for drug education.

6. Seventy-one per cent of the total sample population said
the school should be responsible for drug education in Montgomery
County, followed by the family (37%), church (20%) and civic groups

(19%).

APP3NDIX A
DEF INTI I9J,"'J OF DRUGS

For the purpose of t h i s ~ , certain drugs were defined as
follows:
1.

filcohol- It is als~ called ethyl alcohol. A primary

and continuous depressant of the central nervous system.

Alcohol

is a depressant, but it can foster a pseudo-stimulnnt effect which
results from the byperactivity of various primitive parts of the
brain suddenly freed from the inhibitory control or the cortex.
Commcrcinlly bought wine, beer, and "hard" alcohol (whiskey, bourbon,
scotch, etc.) are examples of alcohol referred to in this study.
2. Tob~cco- Refers to cigarette smoking.

Examples of

tobacco used are all types of aommercially bought cigarettes.

J. Tranq_uiJ.izers- Term for a number of drugs which have a
depressant effect in the central nervous system, relieves anxiety
and tension, and sometimes relaxes the skeletal muscles.

4. l'brijwma- The flowering tops, stems, and leaves of the
female Indian hemp plant, cannabis sativa, dried, shredded and
cleaned of twigs n.nd seeds and are ingested for the hallucinogenic
effects.

5.

Amphetamines- Synthetic amines which n.ct with a pronounced

stlimulant effect on the central nervous system.

Commercial prep-

arations most commonly t aken by drug abusers include bcnzedine,
dexedrine, methedrine, desbutal, des0Jcy11, and dexa.nzy-1.

6. Barbiturates- Hypnotic and sedative derivatives of barbituric acid (maJ.onylurea), which in itself does not have these
effects.

Specific commercial preparations arc all\Vtal, dexanvl,

luminal, nembutal, seconal.

Barbiturates are usually prepared in

capsule form.

7. Opiates- A natural or semisynthetic derivative of the
juice in the unripe seeds pods of the opium poppy, Papavor
Somniforum such as morphine, heroin, and codine.

Op:i.n.tes

may

be taken by ingestion, or injection into the vein.

8. 1.s.D.- (Lysergic Acid Diethylamido Tartrate 25) A
hallucinogenic semisynthetic derivative of lysergic acid, an<1alkaloid found int the rye fungus ergot, Cl avicops purpOilfes.
is considered

5,ooo

ti.mas as potent as mescaline.

L. S. D.

The drug is

usuaJ.ly distributed as a soluble powder packaged in capsuJ.o or
as a liquid.
9.

Glue Sniffine- Sometimes called Flashing.

Inhaling the

fumes of model airplane glue (containing tolvol) for their deliriant
effect.

Generally the user squeezes some of the glue into a paper

bag, holds the bag tightly over hi s nose, and inhales tho fUffi.es .
This induces, in the first stage, a feeling of hazy euphoria, something like that from alcohol.
ception:

Soon follows a disordermg of per-

double vision, rmging in t he ears, and even hallucinations.

The user 1 s s~ech becomes slurred, and he staggers around with poor
coordination, as if he were drunk.

After thirty-five to forty minutes

he fall s into a st ate of drowsiness or stupor lastmg an hour,
during which he is unable to recall what he was doing.

APPENDIX B
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON MONTGOMERY COUNTY

AND MOJNI' STERLlMG, KENI' UCKY
POPULATION TRENDS
~

P212ul.ation
1960 ~
1970

Mt. Sterling

.5,083

Labor Market
Area
Montgomery
County

Per eent Chan~
1960-70 1950:00

.5,294

-.5.3

+1.4

8.5,427

79,4.5.5 79,227

+7 • .5

+0.3

1.5,364

13,461 13,02.5

+14.1

+3.3

S,370

GENERAL EMPLOYMENI' CHARACTERISTICS, 1969

Maj or Employment
Grou:e
Total
Agricultural

Employment
Labor Market Area
Montgomerz Counti
6;200
1,000

30;200
6,400

Nonagricultural

.5,200

23,800

Manufacturing

2,400

7,447

Trade and
Services

1,289

.5,1.56

Government

soo

3,.550

1Irtduatria1 Resources, Mount Storling, Kentucky, prepared by
tho Kentucky Departioont of Commerce in cooperation with Mount Sterling,
Mont gomery County Chamber of Commerce, pp.Sand ll.

APPENDDC C
LETTER OF INTRODUCTION

J anuary, 1973

Dear
You have been selocted as a participant 1n a survey being conducted ·
by the Title I., Drug Ass i st ance Project of Morehead State University.
Please answer the enclosed questionnaire and as soon as you havo
ammored the questions, place it 1n the self addrcssod- stamped
envelope and mail it.
Thank you for t aldng the time to fill 1n the questionnaire which
will help this program·as it attempts to survey the needs, educationally of your comnrunity. With the information you and others provide
we hope to formulnte a · drug education program that will strengthen
you and your community.
Sincerezy,

Dan Atha, Associate Professor
Health and Peysical Education

APPENDIX D
QUESTIONNAIRE

DRUG EDUCfl.TI0N SURVEY - Mt. Sterling and Montgomery County
1.

Whi ch of tho following groups of drugs do you know are being
abused in your community? Check as mny as youneed.

---barbiturates

---alcohol

---~heta.mines

___opiates (Heroin, morphine, codine)
tranquilizors

2.

---marijuana

1. s .D. and other hallucinoaonic drugs

---

---

---tobacco

_ ___.glue sniffing

I.:>

In which of the following groups i s drug abuse t he l!IOst common
in your community?

---

10-15

_ _40-49

---

16-20

_ ___,50-59

'

_ _ _21-29

_ __,30-39

_ _60-69

3. Do the public schools in your district have a planned drug
education program?

yes _ _ _no.

4. Imve you

noticed nrry drug education informn.tion being given out
by the following groups or through the advertising media? Check
as mey as you need.

5.
6.

---churches

_ _ _civic groups (Cnambcr of Commerce, Lions,
Rotarians, otc.)

----:mngazines

_ _ _newspapers

---rndio

---businesses ---television
Do you believe that there is a neod in your area for drug
education? _ _ _-yes _ _ _no
If you have answered yes, in question 5, l·rhat group in your
conmrunity do you think should be responsible for this education?

---

school

___civic group

---church

_ _..,;frunily

- - -other ___(_f_il_l___in_)_ _

•
7. What ld.nds of th:ings would you like to see done in a drug
education program :in your community? Fill in ii you have ideas.

APPENDIX E
FOLLOW-UP I.ErTER

Mn.rch, 1973

Dear
}1any of tho drug questionnaires that were m:dlod hnve not been

returned. If you have not returned your questionnaire, please
take tho time to fill it out and plnce it in the solf-t'.l.ddressed
stamped envelope that was provided and mail it.
Your assistance in returning the questionnaire will be greatzy
appreciated, nnd 1.Llt:i.mD.tezy uill be of benefit to you.
Thnnk you for your til!lo and cooperation.
Sincerezy,

Dan Athn, Associate Professor
Health nnd Physical Education
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